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Officer’s Recommendations
1. To note the BEST Summer Youth Program audit report
2. To investigate booking systems for future event programmes to reduce
administration time required
3. To consider a small fee for booking place to ensure attendees honour booking
1. Background
1.1 This report outlines the evaluation of the delivery of the BEST Summer Youth
Program
1.2 The programme was designed to offer youths within the Parish the opportunity to
socialise and learn new skills within a safe environment, and was held weekly for
3 hours every Friday
1.3 The programme was delivered in partnership with local charity BEST – Be a Better
You, to enable delivery to bridge requirements for specific staff training, skills and
qualifications
2. Budget
2.1 BEST – Be a Better You applied for a community grant from Haydon Wick Parish
Council to deliver these sessions in Haydon Wick.
2.2 The Community Development Committee approved the grant of £2,450.00
following the recommendation from the Community Grants Sub Committee in May
2021. The costs of the project can be seen below in Figure 1.
2.3 Officer time for project marketing and project administration was not factored into
the grant application (see more in Section 6).
3. Project Marketing and exposure
3.1 The project was marketed using social media, Council website, local press and
local radio platforms.
3.2 The Council social media platforms received a significant increase in traffic and
engagement – with some posts reaching 2.1k in likes and traffic.
3.3 The Council had several positive local press articles published regarding the
programme, these can be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 2.1.
3.4 The marketing of the programme has enabled increased positive exposure for the
Parish Council, using multiple channels of engagement, and growing engagement
with the community.
3.5 Due to the wide-reaching marketing platforms used to promote this project, and
the success of the promotion, some attendees to the workshops were not from
Haydon Wick but from other areas of Swindon.
3.6 Morrisons provided refreshments for the first event.
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Figure 1: Table detailing the breakdown of costs for programme delivery, and total
cost of grant application

Figure 2: Swindon Advertiser article advertising programme

Figure 2.1: Swindon Advertiser article reviewing programme

4. Bookings/ Bookings Process
4.1 Eventbrite is a free (when events are free to attend) booking system that allows
the event link to be shared easily through various platforms. It enables easy
emailing of all attendees and monitoring of bookings. Extracting data from
bookings is cumbersome though, and any significant analysis of booking data
would be very time consuming.
4.2 The events were fully booked each week, and a waiting list was kept for attendees.
Not all booking were honoured, and therefore on occasion the events ran not at
full capacity. A small fee on booking may help to address this issue.
4.3 A medical and consent form was created for the child and completed by a
parent/responsible adult. However, this was not part of the Eventbrite system, and
was an administration heavy task.
4.4 A register was created every week detailing young person’s details, highlighting
any medical considerations and parent/responsible adult collection details. This
was a heavy administration task – and a better booking system may be able to offset some of this work whilst enabling the Council to adhere to all of its Child
Safeguarding Policy, duties, and considerations.
4.5 All medical data has been deleted from the Council server in line with GDPR
requirements.

5. Evaluation
5.1 An evaluation form was completed by parents and attendees on the last session.
The purpose of the data was to establish if the project had met any of the objectives
originally set (learning new skills, socialisation offering a safe space etc) and to
gather data for future external funding opportunities.
5.2 Figure 3.1 details the young person’s responses to the survey.

5.3 Figure 3.2 details the parent/carer/responsible adult response to the survey

Figure 3.1: young persons response to BEST Feedback survey

Figure 3.2: Parents/ carer/ responsible adult feedback

6. Lessons Learnt
6.1 Investment in a more comprehensive booking system (with appropriate research)
could be cost effective in terms of administration time to facilitate programmes
such as this in the future.
6.2 Consideration should be given to partnership administration responsibility. Moving
forward, recent external funding awards relating to youth development projects
have budgeted a considerable amount to covering administrative time costs for
project delivery.
6.3 Due to this being the first time BEST has worked with a local government
organisation and the first time the Parish has had a partnership like this, there were
many things to research, explain and offer guidance, throughout the process
adding to the administration time required for this project.
6.4 There was also an amount of time and help required from the Parks & Open
Spaces Team for setting up of the first event due to inclement weather and for
clearing the room in the morning for the event and in the afternoon, after the event,
ready for the Church Group on Sundays. Cleaning also had to take place later as
the building was not clear until after 4.30pm.
6.5 If the programme is to be available to residents of Haydon Wick only, a more
stringent booking process is required.
6.6 Some refreshments were provided by the Parish Council and by BEST, for future
there could be more donations or firmer arrangements with supermarkets as to
what they can offer and when.

